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RESUMO

Several wireless systems, like IEEE 802.22, 3GPP Radio Access Network LTE , and IEEE 802.15.4, are pursuing the development of standards for 
wireless broadband access. Such projects consider the deployment of license-exempt devices with cognitive capabilities on their physical and data 
link layers. The goal is to cause minimal interference with licensed users. In general, these systems specify a point-to-multipoint wireless air 
interface, where a Base Station (BS) controls a cell and its enclosed subscribers, the Customer Premise Equipments (CPEs). The PHY layer 
modulation is adaptive and different modulation and coding techniques are selected based on the location and the link state of the subscribers. 
One of the major issues in these systems is how to efficiently promote shared resource allocation when neighboring BS operate autonomously. 
Such situations may cause severe interference among operators’ BSs — the so-called self-coexistence problem. The development of suitable self-
coexistence mechanisms is challenging due to the opportunistic, selfish, and distributed behavior of BS equipment in addition to the changing 
radio environment. These requirements pose new challenges for radio resource management, and hence new mechanisms for quality of service 
provisioning and resource management are required. Most related work relies on the assumption that the network operators have complete 
knowledge of all the direct and cross channel gains of all transceivers in the network, dealing only with the impact of signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) on system behavior. Such system analysis is extremely difficult, not only due to the distributed and fast-varying nature of such 
mobile networks, but also due to the time-varying characteristics of system parameters. Since it is not feasible to count on a central sharing 
authority in practice,  one option is to consider the existence of a mechanism for secure, distributed generation of correlated signals by the 
secondary users, based on public key cryptography. Such mechanism acts as an arbitrator, in the sense it only creates some random signals that 
enable the synchronization among secondary users transmissions. These facts motivate the use of correlated equilibrium, analyzing the joint 
effects of the physical, data-link, and application layers on system performance under scenarios in which devices have different amounts of 
knowledge about other devices’ parameters, e.g. transmission costs, cross and direct channel gains, and game outcomes. In this paper, it is 
investigated the self-coexistence problem in cognitive radio (CR) networks and the influence of application, data-link, and channel parameters 
using a cross-layer approach. At first, the problem is sketched as a non-cooperative complete knowledge strategic game – thus, the game is 
decomposed into different cases according to the physical, data-link, and application layer state at a given time epoch. Secondly, a coordinated 
game under the notion of correlated equilibrium is proposed, in which system resource utilization and outcomes are enhanced through a 
signalling mechanism. Finally, the influence of channel, queue, and application rate parameters on the proposed game models are investigated. In 
this work, it is sketched a correlated equilibrium framework through signalling which allows both networks to transmit without overlapping. 
Moreover, the utility improvement obtained via coordination is characterized, as well as its dependence upon system (physical, data-link, and 
application) parameters. Results show a clear system performance dependence upon channel, queue, and application setup. Moreover, it is 
noticeable that coordination signalling scheme ensures an increased utility for those novel wireless systems, since collaborative schemes produce 
better outcomes. Finally, it is shown those increased benefits are highlighted under higher buffer sizes, lower packet arrival rates, and lower 
transmission prices scenarios.
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